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Background 

The initial intent was to install a webcam to observe the Great Blue Herons near the city wastewater 
treatment plant.  This would have been an ambitious project requiring: 

1. Camera with powerful zoom capability. 
2. Remotely controlled robotic pan-tilt mount to allow the viewing of multiple potential nest sites. 

Because of the sensitivity of Great Blue Herons to disturbances, the camera would need to be 
placed before the birds arrived in spring and it would not be known beforehand where they would 
decide to nest. 

3. Tower where the camera would be placed. 
4. Power supply, possibly using solar energy. 
5. Internet access using either a wireless connection to a supplier tower or a wired connection to a 

nearby office at the wastewater treatment plant. 

Due to the above challenges, it was decided to first start with a webcam at the Nature Centre where 
power and an internet connection were already available and where birds could be observed at the 
birdfeeders.  During the first year, 2016, a system was developed to observe a single feeder.  In the 
following year, 2017, a remotely operated robotic pan-tilt mount was developed to observe birds at 
different locations at feeders, on the ground and at a birdbath.  The sequence is pre-programmed using a 
spreadsheet for the positions and observation times. These positions are described in the Birding section 
of the GN website. 

In the spring of 2017, Bald Eagles decided to use the nests previously occupied by the herons who then 
selected another nearby site, which was unfortunately not accessible to a webcam. 

Hardware and Software 

The current system hardware consists of: 

1. Canon T5i DSLR camera that was purchased based on the 2017 budget. 
2. Powerful Sigma zoom lens. 
3. Windows-based laptop. 
4. Computer-operated pan-tilt camera mount. 
5. Computer-operated power supply to the camera so that it could be turned on and off remotely. 
6. Computer table. 
7. Linux-based Raspberry Pi computer that controls the camera mount. 

The zoom lens, laptop and computer table were either lent or donated by GN members. 

The commercial software includes tools to: 



1. Interact with the camera and acquire the video. 
2. Transmit the live video to YouTube. 
3. Allow communication with the two computers at the Nature Centre through the internet from a 

remote computer.  This way, both the camera and mount could be remotely controlled. 

In addition to the above commercial software, software was developed specifically for this project to 
control the pan-tilt camera mount and camera power supply. 

The Raspberry Pi computer and camera power switch were configured and supplied by Scott Hoyland in 
Red Deer who has extensive nature-related electronics and webcam experience, including systems 
installed at the Ellis Bird Farm.  Scott did an excellent job at an extremely reasonable price.  GN purchased 
the required commercial software and developed the custom software for the Raspberry Pi computer to 
control the pan-tilt camera mount and power supply. 

Current Status 

The Web Cam project has been successful in its purchase and development of hardware and software to 
acquire and transmit the video and remotely operate the robotic pan-tilt camera mount and turn the 
camera on and off.  Unfortunately, the low bandwidth and fluctuations in the Nature Centre internet 
connection has resulted in a choppy and intermittent broadcasting to YouTube.  An alternate internet 
supplier using cellular transmission network was also tested.  It offered better performance but was not 
readily available at a suitable price to GN as an organization.  The computer is also quite old and 
periodically crashes or reboots. The 2018 funds allocated to this project will depend on 1) a better internet 
connection and/or the 2) partnership with another organization to move the system to an interesting 
location.  In any case, we need another location in the summer since the Nature Centre birdfeeders are 
only up during the winter.  GN could ask the City to furnish a better internet connection since it is 
requesting that MHIP provide Wi-Fi services to visitors.  Considering the large amount of work spent so 
far on this project, it would be a shame not to pursue these possibilities. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Hugh Armstrong, Chair  
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